Stratifying patients at risk for postoperative complications may facilitate timely and accurate workups and reduce the burden of adverse events on patients and the health system. Currently, a widely-used surgical risk calculator created by the American College of Surgeons, NSQIP, uses 21 preoperative covariates to assess risk of postoperative complications, but lacks dynamic, real-time capabilities to accommodate postoperative information. We propose a new Hidden Markov Model sequence classifier for analyzing patients' postoperative temperature sequences that incorporates their time-invariant characteristics in both transition probability and initial state probability in order to develop a postoperative "real-time" complication detector. Data from elective Colectomy surgery indicate that our method has improved classification performance compared to 8 other machine learning classifiers when using the full temperature sequence associated with the patients' length of stay. Additionally, within 44 hours after surgery, the performance of the model is close to that of full-length temperature sequence.
Introduction
Postoperative complications are a critical driver of healthcare expenditures. Moreover, postoperative patients without complications who are worked up unnecessarily incur significant morbidity and high costs. Early identification of patients at risk for postoperative complications, leading to timely and accurate workups, may reduce adverse events and readmission rates. However, current widely used predictive tools lack dynamic, real-time capabilities [1] . The American College of Surgeons (ACS) NSQIP is a national, validated, outcome-based, risk-adjusted, and peer-controlled program for measurement, benchmarking and enhancement of the quality of surgical care [3] . They create a Universal Surgical Risk Calculator, which uses 21 preoperative covariates to calculate risk of postoperative complications and has been helpful for discussing risk with patients and obtaining informed consent prior to surgery. However, once the surgery is completed, incorporating some surgery-related features and critical postoperative measurements, such as evolving temeprature sequences, are needed to identify postoperative complication risk in real-time in order to improve early diagnosis and avoid unnecessary testing and related adverse events.
Building on this knowledge, we propose a new Hidden Markov Model (HMM) sequence classifier of postoperative temperature sequences by incorporating patients' time-invariant characteristics in both transition probability and initial state probability for early detection of complications. A significant advantages of HMM compared to the traditional sequence classification method,which either transforms a sequence into a feature vector or sequence distance based classification method, is that HMM can model the dependence among elements in sequences [8] [9] [10] , and the flexibility of the HMM structure allows us to incorporate prior knowledge in different ways [11] . The other advantage of HMM is that it can deal with variable length sequences. The probabilistic graphical model representation of the HMM also has strong interpretability which is important in healthcare area, whereby, for example, we can plot the path of hidden states to generate insights for medical decision making [2] [5] .
Besides, early classification of patients at risk for complications, using time series measurements such as temperature, is critical in our postoperative setting. Monitoring and classifying measurement sequences as early as possible is desired. The challenge of early classification is to study the trade off between the earliness and the accuracy of classification [7] . We explore how the real-time classifier works by testing on different lengths of sequences from a postoperative period of 24 hours up to 72 hours. We observe a sharp increase in performance at 44 hours, after which the overall performance is close to that of the full length of stay sequence.
HMM with Covariates Sequence Classifer
Given patient's post-operative sequence of temperatureO 1:T , and three sets of time-invariant covariates z which is basic patient characteristics(age, gender), surgery characteristics( total surgery procedure time etc) and eight pre-operative comorbidities diagnosed on admission(Uncomplicated HTN,Metastatic Cancer,Arrhythmias etc), our HMM will have following elements:
1. S t is one of low, medium, high risk hidden states w.r.t. complication risk 2.π i (z) = P (S 1 = i|z) is the probability of state i at time t=1 with covariates z, here we use multinomial logit model, state 1 is base category. Here we incorporate gender, age, total surgery procedure time(hours), eight pre-operative comorbidities diagnosed on admission (solid tumor without metastasis ,uncomplicated hypertension,arrhythmia, fluid and electrolyte disorder ,valvular disease,liver disease,chronic pulmonary disease,uncomplicated diabetes) . The inital probability for state 1 is π 1 (z) = , transition probability from a specific state i to 2 or 3 is a ij (z) =
is emission probability that provides the conditional densities of observation O associated with latent class j.
The parameters of a HMM can be represented as λ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , θ 3 ) consisting of three subvectors with parameters for prior model, transition model and response model.
In order to do classification, two HMMs are derived, one for complication patients (λ C ) and one for the non-complication patients (λ N C ), given the trained model parameters(λ C ,λ N C ) by Baum-Welch Algorithm ,and a set new sequences the models have never seen, the P(O|λ),probability sequence generating by each model, can be effectively solved by Forward-Backward Algorithm. Combined with Baysian formula, we can get the posterior probability according to which we can assign label to the new sequence:
Where C refers to complication, NC refers to non-complication,so P (N C|O) = 1 − P (C|O), P (C) this posterior probability can be a real-time risk score, let's say we have a 24 hours sequence, when the new observation available, we can add this observation to the 24 hours sequence, and get a new risk score of current time step. P (N C) is prior probability which we can take from general health statistics from our colectomy surgery dataset
Data
The health system maintains an electronic data warehouse (EDW) that captures information entered into the electronic health record. This data includes inpatient and outpatient health information such as demographics, vitals, labs, microbiology, radiology, medications, comorbidities, surgeries and costs. For the current study, data were extracted for all patients who underwent elective colectomy surgery between January 1, 2007 and December 31, 2013, to establish postoperative temperature patterns. Complications data was extracted through manual chart reviews.
The dataset includes 632 unique patients with 22,938 temperature measurements across their inpatient stay after surgery and also the covariates of patient characteristics . We use the maximum temperature within each 4 hour interval, which is the metric used by clinicians to track onset of complications in the patient. Missing values are imputed when there is just one missing value between two intervals, resulting in just 6% missing values in the dataset. The average length of stay of patients are 7.6 days, so the study horizon was selected to 10 days, we cut off all the temperatures after 10 days for each patient. 24% of patients develop any complication after surgery. Here, we only consider inpatient complications. If the patient develops any type of complication (infectious or non-infectious), the patient will be considered as having 'any' complication . Our dataset is slightly imbalanced.
To cope with this,we use Random Over Sampling techiniques (randomly add redundancy to the data set by duplicating data points of the minority classes). Other over sampling techniques like SMOTE,ADASYN are not considered, because it will add noise to the data. Thus, the datasets include variable length temperature time series and time-invariant covariates.
EMPIRICAL RESULTS

Model Inference
According to Table 1 ,we expect the higher post-operative temperature to be correlated with the higher risk of complication. So we name the three hidden states as low, medium and high risk status. One point should be noted is that all the gaussian means and standard deviations for complication model is higher than non-complication model. In order to see the different post-operative hidden states pattern for complication patients and non-complication patients, we use the Viterbi algorithm to find the "optimal" state sequence and plot the percentage of patients in each state over time. As shown in Figure 1 , complication patients states fluctuate more compared to non-complication patients. The percentage of complication patients in medium risk status reach the highest point at 24 hours after surgery, then fluctuates sharply over the time; the high risk status group show sharp increase and reach the peak at 45 hours. However, the share of medium risk for non-complication patients converge at 24 hours or so, the share of non-complication patients in high risk status is less than 0.1 at 72 hours, the smooth and steady prevalence of patients may indicate that patient recover to normal physiological level after the surgery and do not develop any complications. 
Classification Performance
We first show the performance of our proposed classifier with full-length sequence using 5 fold cross validation. We also show the performance of 8 other baseline classifiers: traditional machine learning classifier (Naive Bayes, SVM, random forest etc), ensemble learning classifier(Adaboost, bagging), and HMM sequence classifier without covariates in Table 2 . Each baseline except HMM sequence classifier without covariates is tested with two sets of inputs: raw time series and timeinvariant covariates. For raw time series, we use the first day sequence and last day sequence. This provides classifiers with temporal information about changes in patient state from end of the surgery to discharge or end of our study period (10 days) within a fixed-size input, as required by all baseline methods. HMM without covariates classifier is tested with variable-length full-length sequences, which is exactly same as our proposed model excepting the covariates.Performance metrics adapted for imbalanced data problems are less likely to suffer from imbalanced distributions. Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC). G means , and F-measure(F m ) are used to compare the performance.
Here use the Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) as a scalar measure instead of ROC curve. All results are average of 5 test results. We observe that our proposed model performs the best in comparison to decision tree, SVM and KNN. Naive Bayes, which is also widely used in sequence classification, assumes that features in the sequences are independent of each other. Its performance is worse than the HMM , becasue HMM can capture the dependency among elements. Table 2 : Classification performance compared with eight baseline methods
Early Classification
In reality, the value of temperature sequence is received in time stamped ascending order. In our complication prediction setting, monitoring and classifying sequences as early as possible is desired. Xing et al.
[62] point out the challenge of early classification is to study the trade off between the earliness and the accuracy of classification. Therefore, we test the performance by using the different length of sequence from post-operative 24 hours sequences to 72 hours sequences. We use 5-fold cross validation here, train on the full-length sequence, but test on the different length sequence. We don't need to train multiple models for different length because HMM can deal with variable-length sequence. Results show that performance before 40 hours is bad. There is a sharp increase at 44 hours. Performance of 44 hours onward is pretty close to that of full-length sequences according to AUC results in the Figure 2 
Conclusion
In this study, in order to develop a post-operative "real-time" complication detector, we propose a new Hidden Markov Model sequence classifier by incorporating patients' time-invariant characteristics in both transition probability and initial state probability. We demonstrate the classification performance of our proposed model by testing on 24-72 hours sequences as well as the full-length sequence (over the entire duration). In future work, we will incorporate additional vital sign sequences in our model (white blood cell counts, heart beat etc.), as well as test the addition of the vital signs one by one, to get a real-time score sequence (posterior complication probability), such that when the score is higher than a chosen threshold, an alert is generated.
